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About us 
Drew-Trans company is a family run 

business since 1991.

In 1997 we have expanded into 

manufacturing engineered softwood 

scantlings for windows and doors.

Since 2004 our enterprise is providing 

international road transport services. 

In 2007 we have begun manufacturing 

timber windows and doors. 

At first we were sawing softwood logs 

into various timber products. 

Our latest investment in 2013 allowed 

us to produce eco-friendly wood pellets 

for home heating



Inwards opening IV profile

Cross-Sections

IV68 IV78 IV92

Hardware description

F

Tilt & turn

Turn only

Tilt only

Tilt & turn with 

flying mullion

Fixed light

Vertical pivot

Horizontal pivot

Tilt & slide

Lift & slide 

Folding 

(up to 8 panes)

F

F

Optional features

We carefully select our wood to make defect 

free profiles. After sanding, frames are 

painted with Teknos Gori four layer paint 

system. Next hardware is installed and the 

window is glazed.

- Double or tripple glazed

- Three security variants

- Double gasket for maximum sound and

  weather proofing

- Aluminium sash driprail for extra protection

  from elements

Slot vents

manual or automatic

Glazing bars





Scandinavian system 105mm

Cross-Sections

NOR-105 NOR-105 Alu

Hardware description

F

Side Hung

Awning

Fixed light

Vertical pivot 

reversible

Horizontal pivot 

reversible

SlidingF

Optional features

We carefully select our wood to make defect 

free profiles. After sanding, frames are 

painted with Teknos Gori four layer paint 

system. Next hardware is installed and the 

window is glazed.

- Double or tripple glazed

- Aluminium clad optional with tripple glazing

Manual slot vents

Glazing bars





Casement

Cross-Sections

Hardware description

F

Side Hung

Awning

Fixed light

Optional features

We carefully select our wood to make defect 

free profiles. After sanding, frames are 

painted with Teknos Gori four layer paint 

system. Next hardware is installed and the 

window is glazed.

- Double glazed

- Double gasket for maximum sound and

  weather proofing

- Aluminium sash driprail for extra protection

  from elements

Glazing bars

Slot vents

manual or automatic

Flush Stormproof





Sliding sash

Cross-Sections

Hardware description

Double Hung

Single Hung

Optional features

We carefully select our wood to make defect 

free profiles. After sanding, frames are 

painted with Teknos Gori four layer paint 

system. Next hardware is installed and the 

window is glazed.

- Double glazed or triple glazed

Balancing options:

- Cords and weights

- Chains and weights

- Spring balance

Glazing bars

Slot vents

manual or automatic
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Przedsiębiorstwo Produkcyjno Handlowe
EXPORT - IMPORT

Bogusław i Rafał Bodnar
"DREW-TRANS" Spółka Jawna

Wołcza Mała 4
77-200 Miastko

Poland
Tel. +48 59 857 96 57
Fax. +48 59 857 38 42

e-mail: marketing@drew-trans.pl


